Systematic review of the systemic concentrations of local anaesthetic after transversus abdominis plane block and rectus sheath block.
Safe and efficacious modalities of perioperative analgesia are essential for enhanced recovery after surgery. Truncal nerve blocks are one potential adjunct for analgesia of the abdominal wall, and in recent years their popularity has increased. Transversus abdominis plane block (TAPB) and rectus sheath block (RSB) have been shown to reduce morphine consumption and improve pain relief after abdominal surgery. These blocks typically require large volumes of local anaesthetic (LA). We aimed to synthesize studies evaluating systemic concentrations of LA after perioperative TAP and RSB to enhance our understanding of systemic LA absorption and the risk of systemic toxicity. An independent literature review was performed in accordance with the methods outlined in the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement. An electronic search of four databases (MEDLINE, EMBASE, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, and PubMed) was conducted. Primary articles measuring systemic concentrations of LA after single-shot bolus TAPB or RSB were included. Fifteen studies met the inclusion criteria. Rapid systemic LA absorption was observed in all studies. Of a total of 381 patients, mean peak concentrations of LA exceeded toxic thresholds in 33 patients, of whom three reported mild adverse effects. The addition of epinephrine reduced systemic absorption of LA. No instances of seizure or cardiac instability were observed. Local anaesthetic in TAPB and RSB can lead to detectable systemic concentrations that exceed commonly accepted thresholds of LA systemic toxicity. Our study highlights that these techniques are relatively safe with regard to LA systemic toxicity.